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Overview

• Electrodynamics of superconductors
• Monitoring complex conductivity with resonators
• Multiplexing
• Optical coupling
• Noise sources and expected sensitivity
• Multiplexing electronics
• CMB and astrophysics applications
• Gamma-ray and dark matter applications
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Caltech/JPL MKID Group
• Caltech:

• Jonas Zmuidzinas: inventor of the idea
• Ben Mazin (UCSB), Jiansong Gao (NIST), Tasos Vayonakis, Shwetank Kumar (IBM), Omid Noroozian: students who developed the idea and 

understood the physics (esp. Gao on TLS, Noroozian on modified resonator designs to minimize TLS noise)
• My group primarily involved in application for mm-wave imaging with MUSIC camera (esp. postdoc James Schlaerth, grad students Nicole 

Czakon and Seth Siegel, grad student Ran Duan and postdoc Tom Downes on readout, postdocs Matt Hollister and Jack Sayers on 
camera/dewar design)

• new postdocs Chris McKenney and Loren Swenson
• recently joined by Keith Schwab (APh) and Emma Wollman on understanding physics of TiN resonators

• JPL
• Rick LeDuc: superconducting device fabrication expert.  First suggested idea of using titanium nitride.
• Peter Day: expert on superconductor/low-temperature physics.  Has done most proof-of-principle tests of MKIDs (e.g., Nature 2003 

paper).
• Byeong Ho Eom: postdoc working with Day
• Hien Nguyen: contributor of cryostats and lab setups

• Other collaborators
• Jason Glenn (CU)
• Teun Klapwijk and SRON/TU Delft group
• Phil Mauskopf and Cardiff group

• See also work by Grenoble group (Benoit)

• Have been bad about crediting plots and ideas; in general, all the work has been done by the above people! 

• Support: Caltech trustee Alex Lidow, Caltech President’s Fund, NASA APRA, NSF AST/ATI, Moore 
Foundation, JPL DRDF, Keck Institute for Space Studies

• Contact me for references; also, Mazin and Gao theses, Zmuidzinas Ann. Rev. Cond. Matt. Phys. (2011)
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Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector Overview

• Superconductors have an AC inductance due to inertia of Cooper pairs
• alternately, due to magnetic energy stored in screening supercurrent

• Changes when Cooper pairs are broken by energy input
• Sense the change by monitoring a resonant circuit
• Key point: superconductors provide very high Q (Qi > 107 achieved), so 

thousands of such resonators can be monitored with a single feedline
• enormous cryogenic multiplex technology relative to existing ones
• very simple cryogenic readout components

these detectors have generally been used with individual preampli-
fiers and wiring for the output signals, which is clearly impractical
for large arrays. Instead, a multiplexed readout approach is needed,
in which preamplifiers and signal wiring are shared among multiple
detectors. Multiplexing schemes are now being developed for
transition-edge sensors15,16, but will require complex, custom-
designed superconducting electronics, located close to the detector
array. Our detector concept17 is based on the microwave measure-
ment of the complex impedance of a thin superconducting film, and
allows a simple frequency-domain approach to multiplexing. This
results in a dramatic simplification of the detector array and
associated cryogenic electronics, and harnesses the rapid advances
in wireless communications electronics. The results we present
include the demonstration of single X-ray photon detection with
a high signal-to-noise ratio and a measurement of the detector
noise. Although much work remains to be done to optimize the
performance, and to produce and use practical detector arrays, the
devices already achieve very interesting levels of sensitivity.
In order to explain the operation of our detector, wemust quickly

review the electrodynamics of superconductors18. As its name
implies, a superconductor has zero resistance for d.c. electrical

current. This supercurrent is carried by pairs of electrons, known
as Cooper pairs. Cooper pairs are bound together by the electron–
phonon interaction, with a binding energy 2D < 3.5kBTc, where Tc

is the superconducting transition temperature. However, supercon-
ductors have a nonzero impedance for a.c. currents. An electric field
applied near the surface of a superconductor causes the Cooper
pairs to accelerate, allowing energy storage in the form of kinetic
energy. Because the supercurrent is non-dissipative, this energy may
be extracted by reversing the electric field. Similarly, energy may be
stored in the magnetic field inside the superconductor, which
penetrates only a short distance, l < 50 nm, from the surface.
The overall effect is that a superconductor has a surface inductance
L s ! m0l, due to the reactive energy flow between the super-
conductor and the electromagnetic field. The surface impedance
Zs ! Rs " iqLs also includes a surface resistance Rs, which describes
a.c. losses at angular frequency q caused by the small fraction of
electrons that are not in Cooper pairs, which are called ‘quasipar-
ticles’. For temperatures Tmuch lower than Tc, Rs ,, qLs.

Photons with sufficient energy (hn . 2D) may break apart one or
more Cooper pairs (Fig. 1a). The absorption of a high-energy
photon creates Nqp < hhn/D quasiparticles; the excess quasiparti-

Figure 1 An illustration of the detection principle. a, Photons with energy hn . 2D are

absorbed in a superconducting film cooled to T ,, Tc, breaking Cooper pairs and

creating a number of quasiparticle excitations Nqp ! hhn/D. In this diagram, Cooper

pairs (C) are shown at the Fermi level, and the density of states for quasiparticles18, Ns(E ),

is plotted as the shaded area as a function of quasiparticle energy E. b, The increase in
quasiparticle density changes the (mainly inductive) surface impedance Zs ! R s " iq Ls
of the film, which is used as part of a microwave resonant circuit. The resonant circuit is

depicted schematically here as a parallel LC circuit which is capacitively coupled to a

through line. The effect of the surface inductance L s is to increase the total inductance L,

while the effect of the surface resistance Rs is to make the inductor slightly lossy (adding a

series resistance). c, On resonance, the LC circuit loads the through line, producing a dip
in its transmission. The quasiparticles produced by the photons increase both L s and R s,

which moves the resonance to lower frequency (due to L s), andmakes the dip broader and

shallower (due to R s). Both of these effects contribute to changing the amplitude

(producing power change dP ) (c) and phase (d) of a microwave probe signal transmitted
though the circuit. The definition of the phase angle used here is explained in Fig. 3. The

amplitude and phase curves shown in this illustration are actually the data measured for

the test device (Fig. 2) at 120mK (solid lines) and 260mK (dashed lines). This choice of

circuit design, which has high transmission away from resonance, is very well suited for

frequency-domain multiplexing, because multiple resonators operating at slightly

different frequencies could all be coupled to the same through line.

Figure 2 A microscope photograph of the device tested. Light and dark regions are the

aluminium film and bare sapphire substrate, respectively. A, coplanar waveguide (CPW)

through line used for excitation and readout. B, Meandered quarter-wavelength resonator

section, with an overall length of 3 mm, and resonance frequency around 10 GHz. C,

coupling capacitor. D, short-circuit termination. The coupling region is magnified in the

inset; the diagram shows the equivalent circuit. Both CPW lines have a 50Q characteristic

impedance, and are fabricated from a single 2,200-Å-thick aluminum film (T c ! 1.23 K)

using standard contact photolithography. The centre conductor of width 3 mm is

separated by 2-mm gaps from ground planes on either side. The fraction a of the total

inductance per unit length contributed by the surface inductance of the aluminium film

can be written as a sum of centre strip and ground plane terms, a ! acentre " aground.

These are calculated to be acentre < 0.04 and aground < 0.02 using a finite-element

method26, assuming an effective penetration depth l ! 50 nm. The measured resonator

quality factor Q ! f0 /Df is 52,500 at low temperatures T ,, Tc (Fig. 1). This device is

mainly sensitive to photon events in the centre strip (V ! 2,000mm3) of the CPW line

rather than in the ground plane, because the microwave current in the ground plane is

concentrated near the edge of the CPW line; quasiparticles generated in the ground plane

near the edge of the CPW line can easily diffuse away. Similarly, the device is more

sensitive to centre strip events occurring near the short-circuited end, where the

standing-wave pattern of the microwave current reaches a maximum. Quasiparticles

generated in the centre strip may also diffuse out of the short-circuited end; the peak

response therefore occurs roughly one diffusion length (,1mm) from this end. Photon

events in the through line are not seen, because there is no resonant enhancement of the

surface impedance effect.
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• Conductivity from microscopic BCS theory by Mattis and Bardeen
• Use perturbation theory to calculate response to applied EM field
• M&B assume extreme anomalous limit, but analysis can also be used for local limit 

with appropriate modification (see Gao thesis Ch 2).
• Calculates complex conductivity explicitly:

• Low frequency limit (ℏω << k T; 6 GHz = 300 mK):

                                                            → constant as T → 0

                                                                                     → 0 as T → 0

two-fluid model: imaginary (reactive, energy-conserving) part scales with 
supercurrent component, real (resistive, energy-dissipating) part scales with 
quasiparticle density

Electrodynamic Response of Superconductors

where f(!) = 1/[e!/kBT + 1] is the Fermi function. In the limit kBT << !(0), h̄" << !(0),
this integral can be simplified to

#2

#n
! $!(T )

h̄"
[1 " exp("!(0)/kBT ) exp("h̄"/2kBT )I0(h̄"/2kBT )] (37)

where I0(x) is a modified Bessel function. This expression holds regardless of whether the
photon energy h̄" is large or small compared to the thermal energy kBT ; note that at
0.3 K, the crossover h̄" = kBT occurs at 6 GHz. In contrast, almost all of the expressions
that appear in the literature on microwave superconductivity make the assumption that
h̄" << kBT , which is certainly valid in the microwave range when working at 4 K or above.
This is a crucial point: the surface resistance and quality factor obey very di"erent scaling
laws in the two regimes h̄" << kBT and h̄" >> kBT (see below).

The real part of the conductivity, which is responsible for the loss, and is due to thermally–
excited quasiparticles, is given by a similar integral:

#1

#n
=

2

h̄"

! !

!
d!

[f(!) " f(! + h̄")] (!2 + !2 + h̄"!)
#

!2 " !2
"

(! + h̄")2 " !2
(38)

In the limit kBT, h̄" << !(0), this integral simplifies to

#1

#n
! 2!(T )

h̄"
exp("!(0)/kBT ) exp(h̄"/2kBT )K0(h̄"/2kBT ) (1 " exp("h̄"/2kBT )) (39)

Here K0(x) is also a modified Bessel function.

Low frequency limit (h̄" << kBT )

In the low frequency limit h̄" << kBT , we can substitute I0(x) ! 1, and

#2

#n
! $!(T )

h̄"
[1 " exp("!(0)/kBT )] (40)

We can now calculate the response of the superconductor to the injection of energy in the
form of quasiparticles. At low temperatures T << Tc, a change in the quasiparticle density
dnqp is equivalent to a change in the e"ective electron temperature dT , according to the
following equation:

dnqp ! 2N0

"
2$kBT!(0) d [exp ("!(0)/kBT )] (41)

In turn, the imaginary part of the conductivity changes according to

d (#2/#n)

dnqp
=

#
#2

#n

$

T=0

1

2N0

"
2$kBT!(0)

(42)

30

A Low–temperature limit of BCS theory

Gap energy, quasiparticle density, and specific heat

For temperatures T << Tc, the gap energy !(T ) is given by the approximate expression

ln

!
!(T )

!(0)

"

= !
#

2!kBT

!(0)
exp [!!(0)/kBT ] (32)

where !(0) is gap energy at zero temperature. Meanwhile, the density of thermally–excited
quasiparticles is given by a very similar expression,

nqp(T ) = 2N0

$
2!kBT!(0) exp [!!(0)/kBT ] (33)

where N0 is the single–spin density of electron states at the Fermi energy of the metal. For
aluminum, N0 = 1.2 " 1010 eV!1 µm!3.

The specific heat is given by

C = 2kBN0!(0)

!
!(0)

kBT

" #
2!!(0)

kBT
exp [!!(0)/kBT ] (34)

Note that all of these quantities vanish exponentially as T # 0.

Complex conductivity

For films in the “dirty limit”, in which the mean free path l of the electrons is much smaller
than the penetration depth, l << ", the electrodynamic response of the superconductor can
be approximated by the local equation

#J(#r, $) = %($) #E(#r, $) (35)

where %($) = %1($) ! i%2($) is the frequency–dependent complex conductivity. The dirty
limit is generally applicable to films made from refractory materials such as Nb and NbTiN
since typical films made from these materials have mean free paths that are fairly short.
Films made with other materials, such as aluminum, can have much longer mean free paths.
In these situations, the local limit will apply only for fairly thin films, with thicknesses
comparable to the penetration depth (of order a few hundred Angstroms). Note that in this
case the mean free path is limited to lengths of order the film thickness due to scattering at
the film surfaces

According to the Mattis–Bardeen theory [26], the imaginary part of the conductivity,
which is responsible for the kinetic inductance, is given by the integral

%2

%n
=

1

h̄$

% !

!!h̄!
d&

[1 ! 2f(& + h̄$)] (&2 + !2 + h̄$&)
$

!2 ! &2
$

(& + h̄$)2 !!2
(36)
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dnqp is equivalent to a change in the e"ective electron temperature dT , according to the
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where f(!) = 1/[e!/kBT + 1] is the Fermi function. In the limit kBT << !(0), h̄" << !(0),
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We can now calculate the response of the superconductor to the injection of energy in the
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dnqp is equivalent to a change in the e"ective electron temperature dT , according to the
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The fundamental result is that the response of the conductivity to quasiparticle density varies
quite slowly with temperature. In other words, kinetic inductance detectors can in principle
be used at temperatures well below the critical temperature. Note that the variation of
!(T ) in the prefactor of equation (40) has been ignored, since it is smaller by the factor
[2!kBT/!(0)]1/2.

In the low–frequency limit, the real part of the conductivity can be approximated using
K0(x) ! " lnx " " + ln 2 for x << 1 (here " = 0.577... is the Euler–Mascheroni constant):

#1

#n
! 2!(T )

kBT
exp("!(0)/kBT )

!

ln

"
2kBT

h̄$

#

" " + ln 2

$

(43)

and is seen to vary only rather slowly (logarithmically) with frequency, but also to decrease
exponentially at low temperatures.

For a film whose thickness t is smaller than the penetration depth, the surface impedance
can be approximated as

Zs = Rs " iXs !
1

#t
! 1

#2t

%
#1

#2
" i

&
(44)

Because #2 scales as 1/$, and #1 varies only slowly, the surface resistance Rs can be seen
to scale as $2, which is a commonly quoted result. However, the ratio Qs = Xs/Rs (see
section 3.2) scales as $!1; furthermore, it increases exponentially as the temperature is
decreased. Note that these calculations ignore the e"ects of radiation.

High frequency limit (h̄$ >> kBT )

In the opposite limit, h̄$ >> kBT , we can substitute the asypmtotic form I0(x) ! ex/
#

2!x,
and obtain

#2

#n
! !!(T )

h̄$

%
1 "

'
kBT/!h̄$ exp("!(0)/kBT )

&
(45)

The variation of the complex conductivity due to quasiparticle injection is now given by

d (#2/#n)

dnqp
=

(
#2

#n

)

T=0

1

2N0

*

+ 1
'

2!2h̄$!(0)
+

1

!(0)

,

- (46)

and to this approximation is completely independent of temperature.

In the high–frequency limit, the real part of the conductivity can be approximated using

the asymptotic expansion K0(x) !
'

!/2x exp("x) for x >> 1:

#1

#n
! !(0)

h̄$

.
2!kBT

h̄$
exp("!(0)/kBT ). (47)

31
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• Responsivity in low-frequency limit:

• responsivity is stable with temperature.  A possibly interesting detector of 
quasiparticles without extreme temperature dependent response.

• In practice, imaginary response
is ~2X real response at low T, changes at higher T

Electrodynamic Response of Superconductors

37

Using Eq. 2.87 to suppress the explicit dependence of µ!, taking nqp and T as independent

variables and keeping the lowest-order terms in Eq. 2.88–2.90, we arrive at the following result

!1(nqp, T )

!n
=

2!0

!"

nqp

N0
!

2#kT!0
sinh($)K0($) (2.96)

!2(nqp, T )

!n
=

#!0

!"
[1 "

nqp

2N0!0
(1 +

!
2!0

#kT
e"!I0($))] (2.97)

d!1

dnqp
= !n

1

N0!"

!
2!0

#kT
sinh($)K0($) (2.98)

d!2

dnqp
= "!n

#

2N0!"
[1 +

!
2!0

#kT
e"!I0($)] (2.99)

where the directives are evaluated by d!/dnqp = %!(nqp, T )/%nqp. In this case, we find that ! is a

linear function of nqp and

& =
'!/|!|
'nqp

#
1

#N0

!
2

#kT!0
sinh($)K0($) + j

1

2N0!0
[1 +

!
2!0

#kT
e"!I0($)]. (2.100)

It can be derived from Eq. 2.80 that

'Zs

|Zs|
= &|(|'nqp. (2.101)

2.4.2.4 Equivalence between thermal quasiparticles and excess quasiparticles from pair

breaking
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Figure 2.10: d!/dnqp vs. T calculated for two cases. "#1(T )/"T
"nqp(T )/"T and "#2(T )/"T

"nqp(T )/"T are plotted by

the upper and lower solid lines, "#1(nqp,T )
"nqp

and "#2(nqp,T )
"nqp

by dashed lines. Other parameters are

f = 6 GHz, N0 = 1.72 $ 1010µm"3eV"1, and !0 = 0.18 meV for Al.

Comparing Eq. 2.94 and Eq. 2.95 to Eq. 2.98 and Eq. 2.99, we find the two cases only di"er from

Gao thesis
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• Observables
• Assuming EM wave propagating in z direction normal to surface,  surface 

impedance is            (e.g., impedance of free space,                              )
• One can show that for thin films (thickness t, therefore local limit), it holds

σ2 dominates for T << Tc, so Xs dominates (factor of order unity for thick films)
• Relate fractional changes in Zs to fractional changes in complex conductivity 

• Use relation between changes in real and imaginary parts:

• So, given a measurement of surface impedances in a thin film, we can infer changes 
in conductivity and thus qp density.

Electrodynamic Response of Superconductors

19

I

II

III

q

K(q)

q
K0

K!  

Figure 2.2: A sketch of K(q)

2.2.2.3 A sketch of K(q)

Fig. 2.2 depicts the general behavior of K(q), which divides into three regimes. In regime I, where

q ! max{ 1
!0

, 1
l }, K(q) approaches the constant K0(!0, l, T ). In regime III, where q " max{ 1

!0
, 1

l }

K(q) goes as K!(!0, l, T )/q. Regime II is the transition regime.

The behavior of K(q) shown in Fig. 2.2 agrees with our earlier discussion of the spatial domain

Mattis-Bardeen kernel I(", R, T )e"R/l. Because the kernel I(", R, T )e"R/l decays on a characteristic

length of R # min{!0, l}, its Fourier transform K(q) will span a width of q # max{1/!0, 1/l}.

2.2.3 Surface impedance Zs and e!ective penetration depth !e! for spec-

ular and di!usive surface scattering

The surface impedance Zs is usually defined as the ratio between the transverse components of #E

field and #H field on the surface of the metal. In our configuration, as shown in Fig. 2.1,

Zs =
Ex

Hy
|z=0. (2.29)

In the following, we will derive expressions which relate Zs to the Fourier domain Mattis-Bardeen

kernel function K(q).

From the Maxwell equation $% #E = &j"µ0
#H and the relationship #H = $% #A, we find for our

2 7. Electromagnetic relations

7.1. Impedances (SI units)

! = resistivity at room temperature in 10!8 ! m:
! 1.7 for Cu ! 5.5 for W
! 2.4 for Au ! 73 for SS 304
! 2.8 for Al ! 100 for Nichrome
(Al alloys may have double the Al value.)

For alternating currents, instantaneous current I, voltage V ,
angular frequency ":

V = V0 ej!t = ZI . (7.1)

Impedance of self-inductance L: Z = j"L .

Impedance of capacitance C: Z = 1/j"C .

Impedance of free space: Z =
!

µ0/#0 = 376.7 ! .

High-frequency surface impedance of a good conductor:

Z =
(1 + j) !

$
, where $ = skin depth ; (7.2)

$ =
"

!

%&µ
" 6.6 cm!

& (Hz)
for Cu . (7.3)

7.2. Capacitance #C and inductance #L per unit
length (SI units) [negligible skin depth]

Flat rectangular plates of width w, separated by d # w with linear
medium (#, µ) between:

#C = #
w

d
; #L = µ

d

w
; (7.4)

#/#0 = 2 to 6 for plastics; 4 to 8 for porcelain, glasses; (7.5)

µ/µ0 $ 1 . (7.6)

Coaxial cable of inner radius r1, outer radius r2:

#C =
2% #

ln (r2/r1)
; #L =

µ

2%
ln (r2/r1) . (7.7)

Transmission lines (no loss):

Impedance: Z =
!

#L/ #C . (7.8)

Velocity: v = 1/
!

#L #C = 1/
%

µ # . (7.9)

7.3. Synchrotron radiation (CGS units)

For a particle of charge e, velocity v = 'c, and energy E = (mc2,
traveling in a circular orbit of radius R, the classical energy loss per
revolution $E is

$E =
4%

3
e2

R
'3 (4 . (7.10)

For high-energy electrons or positrons (' " 1), this becomes

$E (in MeV) " 0.0885 [E(in GeV)]4/R(in m) . (7.11)

For ( & 1, the energy radiated per revolution into the photon energy
interval d( ") is

dI =
8%

9
) ( F ("/"c) d( ") , (7.12)

where ) = e2/ c is the fine-structure constant and

"c =
3(3c

2R
(7.13)

is the critical frequency. The normalized function F (y) is

F (y) =
9
8%

%
3 y

$ "

y
K5/3 (x) dx , (7.14)

where K5/3 (x) is a modified Bessel function of the third kind. For
electrons or positrons,

"c (in keV) " 2.22 [E(in GeV)]3/R(in m) . (7.15)

Fig. 7.1 shows F (y) over the important range of y.
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Figure 7.1: The normalized synchrotron radiation spectrum F (y).

For ( & 1 and " # "c ,

dI

d( ")
" 3.3) ("R/c)1/3 , (7.16)

whereas for
( & 1 and " 3"c ,

dI

d( ")
"

"
3%

2
) (

%
"

"c

&1/2

e!!/!c

'
1 +

55
72

"c

"
+ . . .

(
. (7.17)

The radiation is confined to angles 1/( relative to the instantaneous
direction of motion. For ( & 1, where Eq. (7.12) applies, the mean
number of photons emitted per revolution is

N" =
5%%

3
)( , (7.18)

and the mean energy per photon is

' "( =
8

15
%

3
"c . (7.19)

When ' "( O(E), quantum corrections are important.

See J.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, 3rd edition (John Wiley
& Sons, New York, 1998) for more formulae and details. (Note that
ealier editions had "c twice as large as Eq. (7.13).

δZs

Zs
= −δσ

σ

Zs = Rs + iXs ≈
1

(σ1 − iσ2) t

δRs

ω Ls
=

δσ1

σ2
> 0δLs

Ls
= −δσ2

σ2
> 0

δσ1

σ2
≈ −1

2
δσ2

σ2
=⇒ δRs

ω δLs
≈ 1

2

7

Xs = ω Ls = ω µ0 λeff
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Monitoring Complex Conductivity with Resonators

• How to measure changes in Ls and Rs?
• bolometer: measure changes in dissipation (R) via monitoring I or V at constant 

current or voltage bias
• here, want to measure changes in reactance (L) because σ2 goes to constant at 

low T while σ1 vanishes
• can’t measure L at DC: no current goes into reactive mode, so forced into some 

sort of sinusoidal bias
• Standard audio-frequency readout could work: want low-impedance current 

readout because source is low impedance; could plausibly do a TES-like SQUID 
readout using shunt inductor to bias instead of shunt resistor.  Readout noise is 
unfavorable, though.

8
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Monitoring Complex Conductivity with Resonators

• RF resonator readout
• Key driver: simple information considerations tell you that multiplexing capability 

increases with system bandwidth.  RF is the way to go — that’s why the telecom 
industry continually pushes to higher frequencies.

• σ2/σ1 goes down as ω goes up, but still have lots of margin at RF frequencies:
• e.g. use Al as detector. ΔAl = 170 µeV,  T = 0.1-0.3K provides reasonable operating 

temperature (well below Tc)
• σ2/σ1 = 1 at [8x1018 Hz, 2.1x1013 Hz] for T = [0.1, 0.3] K: σ2/σ1 >> 1 for ω < 2ΔAl

• Frequency-domain or time-domain multiplexing? Linear signal theory is inherently 
easier in frequency space, telecom industry invests primarily in FDM.

• But, in addition:
• Making the device a resonator makes the devices self-define its RF bands: no need for 

additional band-defining components; also, L and C needed are small, compatible with 
large-format arraying

• Few GHz RF technology is well-developed, convenient, and approaches fundamental 
readout noise limits

9
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Lumped Element Readout Model

• Simplest notch resonator model: 
L, C, and R in series
• C couples resonator to feedline

of impedance Z0

• Neglect any shunt C for simplicity
• Resonant frequency ω0 = 1/√LC
• Quality factor Q = ω0 / (L / R)

• Kinetic inductance fraction
• contribution of kinetic inductance

to total inductance: α = Lki / (Lki+Lm)

• Expected response (Xs = ω Lki):

75

In the coupling Q limited case where Qc ! Qi, we find Q " Qc and d " 1, while in the internal

Q limited case where Qc # Qi, we find Q " Qi and d " 0. In the critical coupling case we have

Qc = Qi and d = 1/2.

The magnitude of t21 as a function of f is plotted in Fig. 4.3(b). According to Eq. 4.34, |t21(f)|2

has a Lorentzian shape

|t21(f)|2 = 1 $
1

Q2
r
$ 1

Q2
i

1
Q2

r
+ 4

!
f!fr

fr

"2 . (4.41)

Again, when f # fr or f ! fr, the transmission |t21| is close to 1; at the resonance frequency

f = fr, |t21| is at the minimum and the feedline is fully loaded by the resonator.

The phase angle ! of t21 with respect to the o!-resonance point t21(%) = 1 is plotted in

Fig. 4.3(c). ! equals half of the phase angle measured from the center of the circle. According

to Eq. 4.34, ! has the following profile

! = $ arctan2Qr
f $ fr

fr
(4.42)

which changes from "/2 to $"/2 when f sweeps from f ! fr to f # fr. We find that the slope

d!/df is maximized at the resonance frequency f = fr.

The complex t21 can be measured with a vector network analyzer. The resonance parameters

Qc, fr, Q, and Qi can be obtained by fitting the t21 data to the theoretical models. There are at

least two di!erent fitting methods: one can fit the magnitude |t21| to a Lorentzian profile according

to Eq. 4.41, or fit the phase angle ! to an “arctan” profile according to Eq. 4.42. Discussion on both

methods are given in Appendix E.

4.3 Responsivity of MKIDs I — shorted !/4 resonator (Zl =

0)

If the distributed inductance and resistance of the superconducting transmission line have small

variations #L and #R, due to a change in the quasiparticle density #nqp, the variation in the resonance

frequency and quality factor are given by, according to Eq. 4.28, Eq. 4.36, and Eq. 3.37-3.43,

#fr

fr
= $

1

2

#L

L
= $

$

2

#Lki

Lki
= $

$

2

#Xs

Xs
(4.43)

#
1

Qi
=

#R

%0L
= $

#Rs

Xs
(4.44)

where Zs = Rs+jXs is the surface impedance and $ is the kinetic inductance fraction. The variation

of t21 with the microwave frequency tuned to and fixed at the original resonance frequency fr is,

Z0 Z0

L = Lki + Lm

C

R

dR

dnqp
≈ 1

2
dXs

dnqp

10
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Lumped Element Readout Model

• L = 1000 ΩΩ, R = 0.1 ΩΩ, Cc = 0.01 F, Z0 = 50ΩΩ, ω0 = 1, Q = 1000

11
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• Half-wave through resonator
• can be modeled as parallel RLC

circuit with R = Z0/2

                               near resonance

                                       coupled quality factor
• Open ends are voltage maxima, center is current maximum
• Looks like a classic mechanical resonator

Transmission Line Resonators
C1

C2

C1

C2

L
0Z

0Z

Detector (Resonant Circuit)Source Load

(HEMT)

Figure 1: A possible circuit design of a microwave kinetic inductance detector. Here L
represents the total inductance of the detector element, which is the sum of the magnetic
and kinetic inductances: L = Lmag + Lkin. The capacitors C2 are chosen according to the
desired resonant frequency !2

0 = 2/LC2. The coupling capacitors C1 << C2 determine
the loading of the resonator by the source and load, and therefore the maximum possible
quality factor Q. The source and load are the microwave generator and HEMT amplifier,
respectively, and for simplicity are assumed to have a common impedance Z0.

represents a significant fraction of the total inductance L. A change in the quasiparticle
population within the inductor volume causes a change in the kinetic inductance, which
results in a shift of the resonance frequency. By using small coupling capacitors C1 to drive
and monitor the resonant circuit, the shift in the resonance frequency can be measured,
either as a change in the amplitude or phase of the microwave signal that is coupled out of
the resonator.

Which should be measured, amplitude or phase [23]? On resonance, the phase shift is
linear with frequency, whereas the amplitude varies only quadratically (since the transmitted
wave amplitude peaks at the resonance); one would therefore conclude that small pertur-
bations in the quasiparticle population are likely better monitored by measuring changes in
the transmission phase rather than the amplitude. However, if the transmission amplitude
is limited by quasiparticle losses in the kinetic inductor, and not by other loss mechanisms
(such as dielectric losses, radiation, or simply the coupling to the input and output cir-
cuits), then one could expect a linear response in the transmission amplitude with respect
to changes in the quasiparticle population. We will make the working assumption that the
detectors will be limited by other loss mechanisms, and therefore the transmission phase is
the best quantity to measure. Note that the quasiparticle losses decrease exponentially with
temperature, so achieving this limit should be possible simply by reducing the operating
temperature. Figure 2 shows a simple scheme for measuring phase using standard analog
microwave components. This figure is only meant to be illustrative; there are many other
possible schemes one could consider, especially for reading out large arrays.
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24

Ŷ →∞. Thus, the transmission amplitude for the parallel LC circuit is

S21 =
2

2 + (1/jωL + jωC) Z0
. (2.21)

This can be rewritten for ω near ω0 as

S21 =
1

1 + jQ(1− ω2
0/ω2)

(2.22)

using the standard definitions ω0 = 1/
√

LC and Q = ω0Z0C/2.

For small perturbations from resonance, δx = δω/ω0 << 1, we can write

S21 =
1

1 + 2jQδx
(2.23)

so the power transmission is

|S21|2 =
1

1 + 4Q2δx2
. (2.24)

At resonance, δx = 0, and the transmission is unity. The power transmission goes down by a factor

of 2 (down by 3 dB) when δx = ± 1
2Q. Thus, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the power

transmission curve is given by

∆ω(FWHM) = ω0/Q. (2.25)

2.3.2 Half Wave Resonator

A half wave transmission line resonator consists of a half wavelength length of transmission line

with small coupling capacitors on either end, as shown in Figure 2.3. This circuit will only pass

signals near its resonance frequency, leading to a transmission peak on resonance. The half wave

transmission line resonator is simple conceptually, easy to build and couple, and its resonance is

very easy to find.

It is possible to derive the expression for the quality factor due to loading using energy consid-

erations. This loading (or coupling) calculation yields the coupling Q, Qc. If all other loss terms

are negligible compared to Qc, then the measured Q of the resonator will be close to Qc. More

generally, the measured Q of a resonator is expected to depend on the total energy loss per cycle of

the resonator. We expect energy to leak out through several paths. Some paths, like one through the

coupling capacitor, are designed, while others, like the loss of energy to electromagnetic radiation,

are governed by geometry and material parameters. These loss terms add like resistors in parallel:

1

Q(0)
=

1

Qcoupling
+

1

Qdielectric
+

1

Qradiation
. (2.26)
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Figure 2.4: The amplitude and phase of a microwave probe signal transmitted though a half wave

resonator near resonance. For this simulation, Q = 1× 10
5

and f0 = 6.0 GHz. The phase is defined

as the angle from the center of the resonance feature. This leads to a phase shift of 2π radians

instead of the π radians one gets when the phase center is defined as the origin.

length of the transmission line, and c̄ is the phase velocity. The admittance of a capacitor Cl at the

nth
resonance frequency is

ωnCl =
ωn

c̄

L

Zl
=

2πL

λnZl
=

nπ

Zl
. (2.32)

Putting everything together, we find an expression that determines the amount of power that

leaks out through the coupling capacitor

Qc = ωnτ1/e =
nπ

4Z0Zl(ωnC)2
. (2.33)

For ω ≈ ω0 this circuit is functionally identical to the parallel LC resonator, so we can write the

transmission through the resonator using Equation 2.22. We can also plot the transmission through

the resonator for a simulated resonator with Q = 1× 10
5

and f0 = 6.0 GHz to get an idea of what

actual resonator data will look like. The plotted data is for the case we have analyzed where the

energy losses from the resonator are dominated by energy escaping through the coupling capacitor.

In regimes where the energy loss is not dominated by Qc the measured Q will be limited to a value

below Qc and the resonance feature will be smaller. We explore this in more detail in Section 2.3.3.

These resonance curves are commonly expressed in two different ways. We can measure the

amplitude and phase of a signal at various frequencies and plot the results, as shown for our simulated

resonator in Figure 2.4. This figure shows that a half wave resonator produces a sharp peak in the
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Transmission Line Resonators

• Quarter-wave shunt resonator
• on-resonance, the transmission

line inductance tunes out reactance of
the coupler, leaving a resistive impedance

• impedance looking into transmission line

propagation constant

coupled resonant frequency
internal quality factor

• Can be modeled as a 
parallel RLC also

• Voltage maximum at open end,
current maximum at shorted end

• Similar behavior for half-wave open-ended resonator

66

Chapter 4

Analysis of the resonator readout
circuit

In this chapter, we discuss the resonator readout circuit. The basic question to be answered is: if

the kinetic inductance of the superconducting resonator has a change !Lki due to a change in the

quasiparticle density !nqp, what will be the change in the phase and amplitude of the microwave

output signal?

We begin with an introduction of the basics of a quarter-wave transmission line resonator. Then

we present a network model of a resonator capacitively coupled to a feedline. To be general, we

assume the transmission line resonator is terminated by a small impedance Zl instead of being

shorted. From the network model, we derive the responsivity of MKID both for Zl = 0 case and

Zl != 0 case. The Zl = 0 case corresponds to the simple short-circuited "/4 resonator and the

Zl != 0 case corresponds to the hybrid resonator, which has a short sensor strip section near the

short-circuited end that is made from a di!erent type of superconductor or a di!erent geometry

from the rest of the resonator. For the hybrid resonator, both the static and dynamic response are

discussed.

4.1 Quarter-wave transmission line resonator

4.1.1 Input impedance and equivalent lumped element circuit

A short-circuited CPW transmission line of length "/4 (see Fig. 4.1(a)) makes a simple while useful

microwave resonator[57]. According to the transmission line theory, the input impedance of a shorted

transmission line of length l is

Zin = Z0 tanh(# + j$)l = Z0
1 " j tanh#l cot$l

tanh#l " j cot$l
(4.1)
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Figure 4.1: A short-circuited !/4 transmission line and its equivalent circuit. (a) Illustration of a
short-circuited !/4 resoantor. The voltage and current distributions show standing wave patterns.
(b) The equivalent RLC parallel resonance circuit, valid near resonance

where

" = # + j$ =
!

(R + j%L)(j%C) (4.2)

is the complex propagation constant, and

Z0 =

"
L

C
(4.3)

is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. Here L, C, and R are the distributed

inductance, capacitance, and resistance of the transmission line.

For a lossless line, # = 0 and

Zin = jZ0 tan$l. (4.4)

At the fundamental resonance frequency

%0 =
&

2l
!

LC
or f0 =

1

4l
!

LC
(4.5)

we have

$0l =
&

2
, Zin = ". (4.6)

28

Figure 2.6: A quarter wave transmission line resonator shown represented schematically with coaxial
transmission lines.

the attenuation constant. This can be rewritten as

Zl = Z0

1− i tanh βl
2Qi

cot βl

tanh βl
2Qi

− i cot βl
. (2.35)

Near the quarter-wave condition, we can write βl = π
2 (1+ ∆ω

ω1/4
), where ∆ω = ω−ω1/4, and ω1/4

is the angular frequency when the quarter wave condition is met. For small x, cot (π
2 + x) ≈ −x and

tanh x ≈ x. Dropping second order terms, we have

Zl ≈
4Z0Qi/π

1 + 2iQi
∆ω
ω1/4

. (2.36)

The impedance of the series combination of coupling capacitor and quarter-wave section is

Z =
−i

ωC
+

4Z0Qi/π − 8iZ0Q2
i

π
∆ω
ω1/4

1 + 4Q2
i

�
∆ω
ω1/4

�2 . (2.37)

Resonance occurs at a frequency ω0 < ω1/4 where Im(Z) = 0. At that frequency, the transmission

line section looks inductive and tunes out the large capacitive reactance of the coupling capacitor.

When Im(Z) = 0 has solutions, it will have a pair of them. The interesting solution is the

one at lower frequency, because at the higher solution, which is closer to ω1/4, the real part of the

impedance of the transmission line section is very large and does not load the through line.

Solving for ω0 gives us the ’loaded’ resonance frequency that depends on the coupling capacitor

ω0 − ω1/4 =
−2Z0ω1/4ω0C

π
≈
−2Z0ω2

1/4C

π
. (2.38)

We can derive a coupling quality factor Qc in the same manner as for a half wave resonator which
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Figure 2.5: The normalized S21 trajectory in the complex plane of a half wave resonator near

resonance. For this simulation, Q = 1× 10
5

and f0 = 6.0 GHz. The green cross is the center of the

resonance feature. The axis are normalized to give an on resonance transmission magnitude of 1.

The frequency ranges from 5.9995 to 6.0005 GHz. The red arrow shows the direction of increasing

frequency.

amplitude and a steep slope in the phase of transmission on resonance.

We can also display this data as a trajectory in the complex plane, plotting a point for every

frequency that we measure. This traces out a trajectory for the resonator. Figure 2.5 shows this

type of plot where the maximum transmission has been normalized to 1. It makes sense to define

the phase center as center of the resonance circle instead of the origin (the point where |S21| = 0)

so that we get 2π of phase shift as we move through resonance regardless of the size (depth) of the

resonance feature. We will use this definition of phase unless we specify otherwise.

2.3.3 Quarter Wave Resonator

The quarter wave transmission line resonator, shown in Figure 2.6, consists of a series combination

of a coupling capacitor C and quarter wavelength section of transmission line of impedance Z0,

shunting a feed line. Here we follow the analysis of Day [90].

The input impedance, Zl, of the shorted transmission line is

Zl = Z0 tanh

�
iβl +

βl

2Qi

�
, (2.34)

where β is the propagation constant, Qi = β/2α is the internal quality factor of the line, and α is67
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Figure 4.1: A short-circuited !/4 transmission line and its equivalent circuit. (a) Illustration of a
short-circuited !/4 resoantor. The voltage and current distributions show standing wave patterns.
(b) The equivalent RLC parallel resonance circuit, valid near resonance

where

" = # + j$ =
!

(R + j%L)(j%C) (4.2)

is the complex propagation constant, and

Z0 =

"
L

C
(4.3)

is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. Here L, C, and R are the distributed

inductance, capacitance, and resistance of the transmission line.

For a lossless line, # = 0 and

Zin = jZ0 tan$l. (4.4)

At the fundamental resonance frequency

%0 =
&

2l
!

LC
or f0 =

1

4l
!

LC
(4.5)

we have

$0l =
&

2
, Zin = ". (4.6)
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For a transmission line with small loss !l ! 1 at a frequency close to the resonance frequency

" = "0 + !", Eq. 4.1 approximately reduces to

Zin =
Z0

!l + j#!"/2"0
. (4.7)

Recall that the impedance of a parallel RLC circuit shown in Fig. 4.1(b) has the same form near

the resonance frequency

Zin =
1

1/R̃ + 2j!"C̃
. (4.8)

Thus a short-circuited transmission line of length $/4 is equivalent to a parallel RLC resonance

circuit, with the equivalent lumped elements R̃, L̃, and C̃ related to the distributed R, L, and C of

the transmission line by

R̃ =
2

l

L

RC
, C̃ =

l

2
C, L̃ =

8l

#2
L. (4.9)

And the quality factor Q of the circuit is

Q =
#

4!l
= "0

L

R
. (4.10)

4.1.2 Voltage, current, and energy in the resonator

At the resonance frequency " = "0, the RMS voltage and current have standing-wave distributions

along the transmission line

V (x) = Vm cos
#x

2l
, I(x) = Im sin

#x

2l
(4.11)

where Vm is the maximum voltage at the open end (x = 0) and Im is the maximum current at the

shorted end (x = l). Vm and Im are related by Vm = ImZ0. It follows that the electric energy,

magnetic energy and dissipation (per unit length) are

We(x) =
1

2
CV (x)2 =

1

2
CV 2

m cos2
#x

2l

Wm(x) =
1

2
LI(x)2 =

1

2
LI2

m sin2 #x

2l

Pl(x) =
1

2
RI(x)2 =

1

2
RI2

m sin2 #x

2l
. (4.12)
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these detectors have generally been used with individual preampli-
fiers and wiring for the output signals, which is clearly impractical
for large arrays. Instead, a multiplexed readout approach is needed,
in which preamplifiers and signal wiring are shared among multiple
detectors. Multiplexing schemes are now being developed for
transition-edge sensors15,16, but will require complex, custom-
designed superconducting electronics, located close to the detector
array. Our detector concept17 is based on the microwave measure-
ment of the complex impedance of a thin superconducting film, and
allows a simple frequency-domain approach to multiplexing. This
results in a dramatic simplification of the detector array and
associated cryogenic electronics, and harnesses the rapid advances
in wireless communications electronics. The results we present
include the demonstration of single X-ray photon detection with
a high signal-to-noise ratio and a measurement of the detector
noise. Although much work remains to be done to optimize the
performance, and to produce and use practical detector arrays, the
devices already achieve very interesting levels of sensitivity.
In order to explain the operation of our detector, wemust quickly

review the electrodynamics of superconductors18. As its name
implies, a superconductor has zero resistance for d.c. electrical

current. This supercurrent is carried by pairs of electrons, known
as Cooper pairs. Cooper pairs are bound together by the electron–
phonon interaction, with a binding energy 2D < 3.5kBTc, where Tc

is the superconducting transition temperature. However, supercon-
ductors have a nonzero impedance for a.c. currents. An electric field
applied near the surface of a superconductor causes the Cooper
pairs to accelerate, allowing energy storage in the form of kinetic
energy. Because the supercurrent is non-dissipative, this energy may
be extracted by reversing the electric field. Similarly, energy may be
stored in the magnetic field inside the superconductor, which
penetrates only a short distance, l < 50 nm, from the surface.
The overall effect is that a superconductor has a surface inductance
L s ! m0l, due to the reactive energy flow between the super-
conductor and the electromagnetic field. The surface impedance
Zs ! Rs " iqLs also includes a surface resistance Rs, which describes
a.c. losses at angular frequency q caused by the small fraction of
electrons that are not in Cooper pairs, which are called ‘quasipar-
ticles’. For temperatures Tmuch lower than Tc, Rs ,, qLs.

Photons with sufficient energy (hn . 2D) may break apart one or
more Cooper pairs (Fig. 1a). The absorption of a high-energy
photon creates Nqp < hhn/D quasiparticles; the excess quasiparti-

Figure 1 An illustration of the detection principle. a, Photons with energy hn . 2D are

absorbed in a superconducting film cooled to T ,, Tc, breaking Cooper pairs and

creating a number of quasiparticle excitations Nqp ! hhn/D. In this diagram, Cooper

pairs (C) are shown at the Fermi level, and the density of states for quasiparticles18, Ns(E ),

is plotted as the shaded area as a function of quasiparticle energy E. b, The increase in
quasiparticle density changes the (mainly inductive) surface impedance Zs ! R s " iq Ls
of the film, which is used as part of a microwave resonant circuit. The resonant circuit is

depicted schematically here as a parallel LC circuit which is capacitively coupled to a

through line. The effect of the surface inductance L s is to increase the total inductance L,

while the effect of the surface resistance Rs is to make the inductor slightly lossy (adding a

series resistance). c, On resonance, the LC circuit loads the through line, producing a dip
in its transmission. The quasiparticles produced by the photons increase both L s and R s,

which moves the resonance to lower frequency (due to L s), andmakes the dip broader and

shallower (due to R s). Both of these effects contribute to changing the amplitude

(producing power change dP ) (c) and phase (d) of a microwave probe signal transmitted
though the circuit. The definition of the phase angle used here is explained in Fig. 3. The

amplitude and phase curves shown in this illustration are actually the data measured for

the test device (Fig. 2) at 120mK (solid lines) and 260mK (dashed lines). This choice of

circuit design, which has high transmission away from resonance, is very well suited for

frequency-domain multiplexing, because multiple resonators operating at slightly

different frequencies could all be coupled to the same through line.

Figure 2 A microscope photograph of the device tested. Light and dark regions are the

aluminium film and bare sapphire substrate, respectively. A, coplanar waveguide (CPW)

through line used for excitation and readout. B, Meandered quarter-wavelength resonator

section, with an overall length of 3 mm, and resonance frequency around 10 GHz. C,

coupling capacitor. D, short-circuit termination. The coupling region is magnified in the

inset; the diagram shows the equivalent circuit. Both CPW lines have a 50Q characteristic

impedance, and are fabricated from a single 2,200-Å-thick aluminum film (T c ! 1.23 K)

using standard contact photolithography. The centre conductor of width 3 mm is

separated by 2-mm gaps from ground planes on either side. The fraction a of the total

inductance per unit length contributed by the surface inductance of the aluminium film

can be written as a sum of centre strip and ground plane terms, a ! acentre " aground.

These are calculated to be acentre < 0.04 and aground < 0.02 using a finite-element

method26, assuming an effective penetration depth l ! 50 nm. The measured resonator

quality factor Q ! f0 /Df is 52,500 at low temperatures T ,, Tc (Fig. 1). This device is

mainly sensitive to photon events in the centre strip (V ! 2,000mm3) of the CPW line

rather than in the ground plane, because the microwave current in the ground plane is

concentrated near the edge of the CPW line; quasiparticles generated in the ground plane

near the edge of the CPW line can easily diffuse away. Similarly, the device is more

sensitive to centre strip events occurring near the short-circuited end, where the

standing-wave pattern of the microwave current reaches a maximum. Quasiparticles

generated in the centre strip may also diffuse out of the short-circuited end; the peak

response therefore occurs roughly one diffusion length (,1mm) from this end. Photon

events in the through line are not seen, because there is no resonant enhancement of the

surface impedance effect.
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Figure 4.1: A short-circuited !/4 transmission line and its equivalent circuit. (a) Illustration of a
short-circuited !/4 resoantor. The voltage and current distributions show standing wave patterns.
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where

" = # + j$ =
!

(R + j%L)(j%C) (4.2)

is the complex propagation constant, and

Z0 =

"
L

C
(4.3)

is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. Here L, C, and R are the distributed

inductance, capacitance, and resistance of the transmission line.

For a lossless line, # = 0 and

Zin = jZ0 tan$l. (4.4)

At the fundamental resonance frequency

%0 =
&

2l
!

LC
or f0 =

1

4l
!

LC
(4.5)

we have

$0l =
&

2
, Zin = ". (4.6)
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Transmission Line Resonators

• Quarter-wave shunt resonator
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Lumped Element Resonators

current magnitude

current is uniform in 
interdigitated capacitor 
(IDC):
acting as lumped element,
not a transmission line,
while inductive part is
transmission-line-like

true lumped element designs for direct FIR absorption
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minimizing coupling to neighbors

simple meandered inductor
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Optical Coupling Geometries

• Direct absorption (bare pixel or 
behind feedhorn)

• Microstrip coupled

ROSES 10
NRA NNH10ZDA001N

Strategic Astrophysics Technology

MKID arrays for mm–FIR Imaging

IDC

Area behind 
feedhorn

Dual-pol absorber

!"#$%"&%

'&&()$%*
+##&,"-.

/0
1234+5&%

6&5-&7829&3
-+.&%

Figure 7: Dual polarization, lumped-element resonator design for the 90 GHz, feed horn
coupled arrays. The inductive meanders of the resonators occupy the integrating cavities
behind the array of feed horns. The capacitors can be made large area, occupying the spaces
between the feed horns, to help lower the frequency noise. The silicon wafer is 1/4-wavelength
(in silicon) thick and is backed by a niobium layer to form a back-short.

The received signals, which encode the state of the detectors, is digitized and analyzed with
an FPGA, which implements an FFT-based channelizer.

This program will focus on producing a high-quality, easy to use lab system, complete
with software, using the components that have already been developed for the MUSIC in-
strument. Copies of this readout system will be delivered to Cornell, U. Penn and JPL to
support the array testing efforts.

1.3 Perceived Impact to State of Knowledge

The successful completion of the goals of this project will bring the TRL of a promising de-
tector technology, originally developed under APRA funding, to near the level where it can
be credibly proposed for flight missions. MKID arrays have been tested in the field by the
MUSIC collaboration and by the NIKA collaboration, although not yet in the submm/FIR
wavebands or in science-grade instruments. Laboratory testing of submm/FIR band MKIDs
has demonstrated the critical functions of high optical efficiency and near background limited
noise, so we consider the current TRL to be 3. Under this program, we will both rigorously
test a small array in MUSTANG2 and demonstrate larger arrays in optical test beds, paving
the way to large focal plane formats of several tens of thousands needed for the next gen-
eration of mm/submm/FIR imagers. The successful completion of the goals of this project
will bring this technology to TRL 5, corresponding to a high-fidelity laboratory testing of
integrated components.

The Astro2010 survey recommended undertaking large surveys in the submm/FIR to
study the first galaxies and stellar evolution over cosmic time. CCAT was particularly
recommended and was the only medium scale ground based facility so endorsed. Arrays of
the type that will will develop under this program are needed for fully utilizing CCAT and

1-9
Use or disclosure of information on this sheet is subject to the restriction on the cover page of this proposal

bare absorber

The (near) future
Polarization measurements - Primordial gravity waves

• Ebex (E and B experiment)
Balloon

• Spider - balloon
• Piper - balloon
• BICEP2 - south pole
• KECK - south pole
• PolarBeaR - south pole
• ABS - Atacma

Golwala Caltech

Cho NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology • U.S. Department of Commerce Slide 44/48

Twin-slot antenna 
+ silicon lens

OMT probe into
feedhorn waveguide

phased-array antennas

absorber behind feedhorn
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Noise and Sensitivity

• “Standard” noises

NETRJ =

����2Tload

�
TQ + ηopTload + ∆

k
ηop

ηph
+ 16

ξηphr2
κ
TN

�

ηop∆ν
single-polarization

shot
noise

Bose 
noise

generation-
recombination

noise 
(“G” noise) amplifier noise

Tload = optical load incident on receiver, equivalent Rayleigh-Jeans temperature
TQ = hν/k = “quantum” noise temperature
TN = RF amplifier noise temperature
ηop = receiver optical efficiency (window to MKID)
ηph ≈ 0.57 = phonon loss efficiency (fraction of incoming photon energy

converted to broken Cooper pairs)
∆ = superconducting gap energy

∆/(k ηph) = 3.1Tc for BCS superconductors
∆ν = mm-wave bandwidth

ξ = readout power / optical power received ≥ 1
rκ = 1 for amplitude (dissipation) readout, 3-4 for phase (frequency) readout

17
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Noise and Sensitivity

• Comparison to “perfect” transition-edge sensor (TES) bolometer 
(no readout noise) and coherent detector

NETRJ =

����2Tload

�
TQ + ηopTload + ∆

k
ηop

ηph
+ 16

ξηphr2
κ
TN

�

ηop∆ν

n.b: Tload tends to be higher and ηop lower for MKIDs and TES bolometers due to need for thermal IR blocking

“G” or 
phonon noise

for bolometers
bolometer: NETRJ =

����2Tload

�
TQ + ηopTload + 2 γ fS Tbolo

Tbolo
∆Tbolo

�

ηop∆ν

coherent: NETRJ =
�

2
∆ν

�
Tamp

ηop
+ Tload

�
=

�
2

∆ν

�
χTQ

ηop
+ Tload

�

γ = O(1) factor describing thermal link to bath
fS = 3 to 5 = safety factor to avoid TES saturation

Tbolo = bolometer operating temperature
∆Tbolo = Tbolo − Tbath

Tamp = mm-wave noise temperature of coherent detector
χ = ratio of noise temperature of coherent detector to quantum limit at ν

18
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Test Case: 90 GHz Polarimeter at South Pole

• Assume:
• ν = 90 GHz → TQ = 4.3K 
• Tload = 10K for coherent, 15K for MKID/bolometer
• ηop = 0.8 for coherent, 

0.4 for MKID/bolometer (achieved w/ 2(f/#)λ dual-pol phased-array antennas)
• TN = 5K for MKID RF HEMT amplifier
• χ = 5 achieved, 3 expected → Tamp = 22K for χ = 5, 13K for χ = 3
• Tbolo = 0.5K, ∆Tbolo = 0.2K, γ = 0.5, safety factor fS = 5

• Results:
• *: √2 improvement 

included because Q 
and U measured
with same module

• technologies are all 
about the same 

detector
NETRJ [µK s1/2] (single-pol)NETRJ [µK s1/2] (single-pol)NETRJ [µK s1/2] (single-pol)NETRJ [µK s1/2] (single-pol)NETRJ [µK s1/2] (single-pol)NETRJ [µK s1/2] (single-pol)NETRJ [µK s1/2] (single-pol)

detector
shot Bose “G” or g-r readoutreadout totaltotal

MKID 85 100 50 diss
260

freq
150 150150

TES 85 100 80 N/AN/A 150150

coherent N/A 70 χ=5
110

χ=3
180 125* 175*
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Two-Level System Noise

• Amorphous oxides on resonator 
metal film and bare substrate

• Amorphous materials have large 
population of “two-level systems”
• Defect states in materials present 

opportunity for tunneling between 
two configurations

• Theory of two-level systems in NMR applies

• TLS interacts with resonator via electric 
dipole moment
• Trades energy with resonator’s RF EM field.
• But can also emit to substrate via phonons.
• Loss (dissipation) → noise in the coupling.

• Coupling to dipole moments in substrate 
= dielectric constant
Fluctuations in TLSs 
= dielectric constant fluctuations

97

Figure 5.11: A illustration of a particle in a double-well potential

are the Pauli matrices.

5.4.2 Two-level dynamics and the Bloch equations

TLS can interact with an external electric field !E and strain field e. It can be shown that the

dominant e!ect of the external fields on the TLS is through the perturbation in the asymmetry

energy ", while changes in the tunnel barrier "0 can usually be ignored[65]. In the electric problem,

the interaction Hamiltonian can be written as (in "1, "2 basis)

He
int =

!
"

#
$z +

"0

#
$x

"
!d0 · !E. (5.23)

We recognize

!d! = 2 !d0
"

#
(5.24)

as the permanent electric dipole moment and

!d = !d0
"0

#
(5.25)

as the transition electric dipole moment[66]. Because "0 ! #, the maximum transition dipole

moment of a TLS with energy splitting # is !d0. Later we will see that the first term in Eq. 5.23 gives

rise to a relaxation response and the second term gives a resonant response to the electric field. In

our problem of TLS in a microwave resonator, He
int gives the coupling between the TLS and the

microwave photons.
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Two-Level System Noise Characteristics

• Noise is only in phase (frequency shift) direction to high precision

• Noise varies as faudio
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Figure 5.4: Excess noise in the phase direction under di!erent readout powers Pµw. (a) Voltage
noise spectrum S!(!). (b) Phase noise spectrum S!"(!) (left axis) and fractional frequency noise
spectrum S!fr (!)/f2

r (right axis). The readout powers of the 4 curves are Pµw =-87 dBm, -91 dBm,
-95 dBm, -99 dBm from top to bottom in (a) and from bottom to top in (b). The data is measured
from a 200 nm thick Al on sapphire resonator.

5.3.2 Power dependence

The excess noise has a dependence on the microwave readout power Pµw. Fig. 5.4 compares the

measured noise spectra of a resonator under four di!erent readout powers in steps of 4 dBm. We

found the voltage noise increases with the readout power, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). A 2 dB separation

is found between the two adjacent noise spectra, suggesting

S!(!) ! P
1
2

µw. (5.9)

The excess noise, when converted to phase noise or frequency noise, decreases with readout power.

The same separation of 2 dB but with a reversed order (top curve with the lowest Pµw) is seen in

Fig. 5.4(b), which suggests:

S!"(!) ! P
" 1

2
µw , S!fr (!)/f2

r ! P
" 1

2
µw . (5.10)

Eq. 5.9 and Eq. 5.10 are consistent because the radius of the resonance loop r scales as r ! P
1
2

µw.

To compare the excess noise among resonators with di!erent fr and Qr, we plot the frequency

noise S!fr (!)/f2
r as a function of the microwave power inside the resonator (the internal power). It

can be shown that the internal power Pint is related to the readout power Pµw by

Pint =
2

"

Q2
r

Qc
Pµw (5.11)

for a quarter-wave resonator.

The frequency noise vs. internal power for resonators with di!erent fr and Qr on the same

88

following relationships:

S!"(!) =
S!(!)

r2
, ("# =

"$!
r

) (5.6)

S!fr (!)/f2
r =

S!"(!)

16Q2
, (

"fr

fr
=

"#

4Q
) (5.7)

where r is the radius of the resonance circle. They will be used to compare the excess noise in future

discussions.

In practice, the calculation of the noise spectra (e.g., SII(!) and SQQ(!)) can be accomplished

e!ciently using the Matlab function “pwelch”[54]. We use “pwelch” to calculate the power spectrum

in three di"erent frequency resolutions for three noise frequency ranges. The noise spectra shown

in this chapter usually are plotted with 1 Hz resolution for 1 Hz ! ! < 50 Hz, 10 Hz resolution for

1 Hz ! ! < 1 kHz, and 100 Hz resolution for 1 kHz ! ! < 125 kHz (Fs/2). Unless noted, the noise

spectra are calculated as double-sided spectra with S(!) = S("!) and only the positive frequencies

are plotted.

5.3 General properties of the excess noise

5.3.1 Pure phase (frequency) noise
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Figure 5.3: Noise spectra in the phase (Saa(!), solid line) and amplitude (Sbb(!), dashed line)
directions, and the rotation angle (%(!), dotted line). The noise data are from the same Nb/Si
resonator under the same condition as in Fig. 5.2.

A typical pair of spectra Saa(!) and Sbb(!) are shown in Fig. 5.3, along with the rotation angle

%(!), defined as the angle between va(!) and the I axis. Three remarkable features are found for

phase

amplitude
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Two-Level System Noise Model for Resonators

• Gao et al developed semi-empirical theory
• TLS theory implies that dielectric constant fluctuates due to variations in whether energy 

is returned to RF field or not (fluctuation-dissipation theorem).  
• TLSs can saturate: if field is strong enough, 

they no longer may fluctuate.  
Expected dependence of loss tangent ~ (1 + |E|/|Ec|)-1/2

• Expected behavior of phase noise converted to 
frequency (it is effectively the f0 of resonator that is
fluctuating)

• Yields

• Implications:
• Reduce |E| while holding quasiparticle responsivity (current, B field) fixed
• In a fixed configuration for |E|, maximize Preadout

• Be careful as f decreases.
• Decrease f0.

• Serious physics model, verified by experiment.
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(5.64)

is reduced by a factor of " from the weak field result.
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Figure 5.14: Electric field strength dependence of !TLS

Because ! ! | #E|, the loss tangent !TLS depends on the electric field strength as

!TLS(| #E|) =
!TLS(| #E| = 0)
#

1 + | #E/Ec|2
(5.65)

where Ec is a critical field for TLS saturation defined as

Ec =

"
3!

2d0| #E|
$

T1,minT2

. (5.66)

The | #E| dependence of !TLS is illustrated in Fig. 5.14, where we see that !TLS scales as | #E|!1 in

a strong electric field | #E| # Ec.

The real part of the integral in Eq. 5.61 can also be approximately evaluated. Because

Re[
1

$! $ $ + jT!1
2

] %
1

$! $ $
, Re[

1

$! + $ $ jT!1
2

] %
1

$! + $
(5.67)

does not converge (yielding logarithmic divergence) when integrated to a large %max, it means that

the contribution to &"TLS from large detuned TLS is not negligible. In other words, TLS from a

broad range of energy, on-resonance and detuned, all contribute to &"TLS. In addition, we find that

the contributions from the two terms in Eq. 5.67 are comparable and therefore none of them can be

SδfRF (f)
f2
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∝
��� �E

���
3 SδfRF (f)
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Two-Level System Noise Reduction

• Showed expected behavior with width of resonator

• Change design to make wide capacitive (high |E|) section, keep 
inductive (high |B|) section

these detectors have generally been used with individual preampli-
fiers and wiring for the output signals, which is clearly impractical
for large arrays. Instead, a multiplexed readout approach is needed,
in which preamplifiers and signal wiring are shared among multiple
detectors. Multiplexing schemes are now being developed for
transition-edge sensors15,16, but will require complex, custom-
designed superconducting electronics, located close to the detector
array. Our detector concept17 is based on the microwave measure-
ment of the complex impedance of a thin superconducting film, and
allows a simple frequency-domain approach to multiplexing. This
results in a dramatic simplification of the detector array and
associated cryogenic electronics, and harnesses the rapid advances
in wireless communications electronics. The results we present
include the demonstration of single X-ray photon detection with
a high signal-to-noise ratio and a measurement of the detector
noise. Although much work remains to be done to optimize the
performance, and to produce and use practical detector arrays, the
devices already achieve very interesting levels of sensitivity.
In order to explain the operation of our detector, wemust quickly

review the electrodynamics of superconductors18. As its name
implies, a superconductor has zero resistance for d.c. electrical

current. This supercurrent is carried by pairs of electrons, known
as Cooper pairs. Cooper pairs are bound together by the electron–
phonon interaction, with a binding energy 2D < 3.5kBTc, where Tc

is the superconducting transition temperature. However, supercon-
ductors have a nonzero impedance for a.c. currents. An electric field
applied near the surface of a superconductor causes the Cooper
pairs to accelerate, allowing energy storage in the form of kinetic
energy. Because the supercurrent is non-dissipative, this energy may
be extracted by reversing the electric field. Similarly, energy may be
stored in the magnetic field inside the superconductor, which
penetrates only a short distance, l < 50 nm, from the surface.
The overall effect is that a superconductor has a surface inductance
L s ! m0l, due to the reactive energy flow between the super-
conductor and the electromagnetic field. The surface impedance
Zs ! Rs " iqLs also includes a surface resistance Rs, which describes
a.c. losses at angular frequency q caused by the small fraction of
electrons that are not in Cooper pairs, which are called ‘quasipar-
ticles’. For temperatures Tmuch lower than Tc, Rs ,, qLs.

Photons with sufficient energy (hn . 2D) may break apart one or
more Cooper pairs (Fig. 1a). The absorption of a high-energy
photon creates Nqp < hhn/D quasiparticles; the excess quasiparti-

Figure 1 An illustration of the detection principle. a, Photons with energy hn . 2D are

absorbed in a superconducting film cooled to T ,, Tc, breaking Cooper pairs and

creating a number of quasiparticle excitations Nqp ! hhn/D. In this diagram, Cooper

pairs (C) are shown at the Fermi level, and the density of states for quasiparticles18, Ns(E ),

is plotted as the shaded area as a function of quasiparticle energy E. b, The increase in
quasiparticle density changes the (mainly inductive) surface impedance Zs ! R s " iq Ls
of the film, which is used as part of a microwave resonant circuit. The resonant circuit is

depicted schematically here as a parallel LC circuit which is capacitively coupled to a

through line. The effect of the surface inductance L s is to increase the total inductance L,

while the effect of the surface resistance Rs is to make the inductor slightly lossy (adding a

series resistance). c, On resonance, the LC circuit loads the through line, producing a dip
in its transmission. The quasiparticles produced by the photons increase both L s and R s,

which moves the resonance to lower frequency (due to L s), andmakes the dip broader and

shallower (due to R s). Both of these effects contribute to changing the amplitude

(producing power change dP ) (c) and phase (d) of a microwave probe signal transmitted
though the circuit. The definition of the phase angle used here is explained in Fig. 3. The

amplitude and phase curves shown in this illustration are actually the data measured for

the test device (Fig. 2) at 120mK (solid lines) and 260mK (dashed lines). This choice of

circuit design, which has high transmission away from resonance, is very well suited for

frequency-domain multiplexing, because multiple resonators operating at slightly

different frequencies could all be coupled to the same through line.

Figure 2 A microscope photograph of the device tested. Light and dark regions are the

aluminium film and bare sapphire substrate, respectively. A, coplanar waveguide (CPW)

through line used for excitation and readout. B, Meandered quarter-wavelength resonator

section, with an overall length of 3 mm, and resonance frequency around 10 GHz. C,

coupling capacitor. D, short-circuit termination. The coupling region is magnified in the

inset; the diagram shows the equivalent circuit. Both CPW lines have a 50Q characteristic

impedance, and are fabricated from a single 2,200-Å-thick aluminum film (T c ! 1.23 K)

using standard contact photolithography. The centre conductor of width 3 mm is

separated by 2-mm gaps from ground planes on either side. The fraction a of the total

inductance per unit length contributed by the surface inductance of the aluminium film

can be written as a sum of centre strip and ground plane terms, a ! acentre " aground.

These are calculated to be acentre < 0.04 and aground < 0.02 using a finite-element

method26, assuming an effective penetration depth l ! 50 nm. The measured resonator

quality factor Q ! f0 /Df is 52,500 at low temperatures T ,, Tc (Fig. 1). This device is

mainly sensitive to photon events in the centre strip (V ! 2,000mm3) of the CPW line

rather than in the ground plane, because the microwave current in the ground plane is

concentrated near the edge of the CPW line; quasiparticles generated in the ground plane

near the edge of the CPW line can easily diffuse away. Similarly, the device is more

sensitive to centre strip events occurring near the short-circuited end, where the

standing-wave pattern of the microwave current reaches a maximum. Quasiparticles

generated in the centre strip may also diffuse out of the short-circuited end; the peak

response therefore occurs roughly one diffusion length (,1mm) from this end. Photon

events in the through line are not seen, because there is no resonant enhancement of the

surface impedance effect.
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current magnitude

current is uniform in 
interdigitated capacitor
(IDC):
acting as lumped element,
not a transmission line
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Figure 5.28: The measured frequency noise S!f (2 kHz)/f2
r at Pint = !25 dBm is plotted as a

function of the center strip width sr. Values directly retrieved from power-law fits to the data in
Fig. 5.27 are indicated by the open squares. Values corrected for the coupler’s contribution are
indicated by the stars. The corrected values of S!f (2 kHz)/f2

r scale as s!1.58
r , as indicated by the

dashed line.

The noise levels at ! =2 kHz were retrieved from the noise spectra and are plotted as a function

of resonator internal power Pint = 2Q2
rPµw/"Qc in Fig. 5.27(b). All resonators display a power

dependence close to S!f/f2
r " P!1/2

int , as we have previously observed[73, 70, 63]. In order to

study the geometrical scaling of the noise in more detail, we first fit the noise vs. power data

for each resonator to a simple power law, and retrieve the values of the noise S!f (2 kHz)/f2
r at

Pint = !25 dBm for each geometry. These results (Fig. 5.28) again show that the noise decreases

with increasing sr, although not (yet) as a simple power law.

To make further progress, we apply the semi-empirical noise model (Eq. 5.80) to the coupler

correction. For the resonators that are wider than the coupler (sr > sc = 3 µm), the measured

values of S!fr/f2
r need to be corrected for the coupler’s noise contribution. A similar procedure was

applied in the frequency shift data in the previous section (Eq. 5.85). In the limit lc << lr, the

correction is given by

S"
!fr

= (S!fr ! #S!fr , 3µm)/(1 ! #) (5.88)

where # = 3"lc/4(lc + lr). The corrected values are plotted in Fig. 5.28 (with symbol stars) and

are found to have a simple power–law scaling 1/s1.58
r . We find a similar noise scaling, 1/s"

r , with $

between 1.49 and 1.6, for noise frequencies 400 Hz < ! < 3 kHz.

While the fact that an |E|3–weighted coupler noise correction leads to a simple power law noise

scaling is already quite encouraging, we will now go further and show that the observed s!1.58
r power–

law slope can be reproduced by our semi-empirical noise model. Measurements of the anomalous

width of gap [µm}

remarkable reduction in noise from change in C geometry
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Expectations for Two-Level System Noise

• Sδf/f = 3 x 10-19 Hz-1 , Qi = 104 → NETTLS = 60 µK s1/2

• In principle, TLS noise has already been reduced to acceptable level!
• And expect continued gains:

• Have physical theory of TLS noise
• Expect substantial improvement in TLS

with parallel-plate capacitor design
(much reduced amorphous materials)

• Design could be used to sense 
temperature rise of a leg-isolated 
island and move to lower f0
• increase overall signal so can beat amplifier 

noise in dissipation direction 
• lower amplifier noise (TN = 2K)
• increases rκ (Mattis-Bardeen)

parallel-plate capacitors,
symmetrized inductor

top plates of two series 
capacitors with silicon

dielectric made using SOI wafer

NETTLS =

�

16 T 2
loadSδf/f

Q2
i

r2
κ

=

����2Tload

�
8ηopTloadSδf/f∆ν

Q2
i

r2
κ

�

ηop∆ν
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Challenges

• ηph = 0.57 is an undesirable hit to take 
• amplifier noise nonnegligible
• amplifier noise aggravated by 

nonuniform absorption
• exponential power profile 
→ nqp artificially increased at 
input end, reduces reponsivity

• can’t reduce length (volume) to 
compensate, would lose efficiency 
due to power reflection

• current IDC + meandered inductor 
suffers broadband direct absorption
• not sure whether in IDC or in meandered 

inductor; have a blocking filted between IDC 
and inductor 

• Adds 1-2 pW absorbed load; comparable to expected 150 GHz load at S. Pole

=
2√

ReZ0
a(0) exp(−βl) sinh(+β(l − z)) .

(13)

We may now calculate the power dissipated per unit length of the line:

dP (z)
dz

= |I(z)|2 ReZ

= Pinc
4ReZ
ReZ0

|exp(−βl) sinh(+2β(l − z))|2 .

= ψ(z)Pinc . (14)

As an example, the normalized absorption profile ψ(z)/l is plotted below in Fig. 1,
assuming microstrip parameters that are typical of our MKID designs, and a length
l = 1 mm.
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Figure 1: Photon absorption profile in a 1 mm long Nb/SiO2/Al microstrip line at 250 GHz.
The layer thicknesses are taken to be 2000 Å, 4000 Å, and 400 Å, for the Niobium, SiO2,
and Al, respectively. For this thickness, the aluminum resistivity and sheet resistance are
calculated to be 2.2 µΩ cm and 0.55 Ω, respectively. The exponential decay of the incident
wave is clearly seen, with small standing–wave ripples superimposed.
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Figure 2: The quasiparticle density nqp(z) as a function of position z, as a ratio to the
thermal population nth, calculated by solving the nonlinear boundary value problem for
quasiparticle creation, recombination, and diffusion. The diffusion constant for aluminum
was arbitrarily set to D = 10 cm2 s−1; I have not yet verified whether this value is resonable
given the surface-scattering limited electron mean free path. The microstrip parameters used
are the same as for Fig. 1. The CPW center strip width is taken to be 6 µm, the optical
power is Poptical = 10 pW, and the readout power is Pread = 5 pW.
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Multiplexing

. 
. 
. 
. 
.

Input

Output

Figure 8: A possible simple multiplexing scheme for kinetic inductance detectors (see text).

is to mix the signal with two local oscillators that are 90o apart, as is done in lock–in am-
plifiers. Another method is to adjust the phase of a single local oscillator (using a variable
phase shifter) in order to null the output of a mixer (this is how you adjust the phase of
a single–phase lock–in). Both signal generation and analysis could either be done mainly
with analog techniques, or with a combination of analog and high–speed digital techniques.
Both methods benefit from the current rapid development of high–speed, high–frequency
integrated circuits (e.g. MMICs). Digital techniques are especially attractive since in princi-
ple multiple frequency components could be generated or analyzed simultaneously. However,
the e!cacy of digital techniques will depend on the frequency spacing (detector Q) and the
available clock rates. For a large array, it may be advantageous to use multiple (10–50)
HEMT amplifiers, since the microwave readout frequencies could be shared. The range of
possibilities available with room–temperature electronics is vast and increases rapidly each
year. It seems clear that the microwave readout of a detector array is feasible now and
will only get easier with time. It is therefore essential to begin development of the critical
low–temperature detectors and arrays.
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Multiplexed Readout

• UCSB/Caltech/JPL have developed digital readout
• Signal generation and demodulation done digitally
• IF system block upconverts from DAC/ADC baseband (0-500 MHz) to 

resonator RF band (3 GHz)
• Critical issues:

• ADC SNR: need 12 bits @ 500 MHz to ensure readout does not add noise
• 1/f performance: for bolometric instruments, need stability down to 0.01-0.1 Hz
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Multiplexed Readout

• IF (intermediate frequency) board:
• Freq synth to generate local osc. locked to 

GPS-referenced 10 MHz Rb freq standard
• Analog IQ mixers to upconvert and 

downconvert w/ double-sideband recovery
• Anti-alias filtering
• Gain/atten. to match to DAC/ADC ranges
• Great care taken with heatsinking for 1/f

!" #$% &'( '&( )*+,- ./ 0$,$1

+" &'( +2- '&( +,$ 34256.*2+7 +/ %$77 +/ )$3*,$8

)" 90$2 *:$,+6.2;< 60$ &'( 50.: ./ +,*42- => == -$;,$$ (" ?4,60$, .@:,*A$@$26 %.77 )$ -*2$ %.60 0$+6/.2B"
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Multiplexed Readout

• ADC/DAC board:
• 12-bit 550 MHz ADC (TI ADS5463)
• 16-bit 1000 MHz DAC (TI DAC5681)
• Common voltage reference, extensive 

heat-sinking to minimize 1/f
• Mates to ROACH FPGA/PowerPC platform

!" #$% &'( '&( )*+,- ./ 0$,$1

+" &'( +2- '&( +,$ 34256.*2+7 +/ %$77 +/ )$3*,$8

)" 90$2 *:$,+6.2;< 60$ &'( 50.: ./ +,*42- => == -$;,$$ (" ?4,60$, .@:,*A$@$26 %.77 )$ -*2$ %.60 0$+6/.2B"
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Multiplexed Readout

• ROACH board
• Reconfigurable Open Architecture

Computer Hardware (dev’d by CASPER)
• Xilinx Virtex5 FPGA, Power PC CPU, 1 DDR 

DRAM + 2 QDR SRAM, 2 Zdok connectors,
10 Gb, 1 Gb, and 100 Mb interfaces

• Simulink FPGA programming
• Dev’d 1-stage FFT + FIR filter decimator

!" #$% &'( '&( )*+,- ./ 0$,$1

+" &'( +2- '&( +,$ 34256.*2+7 +/ %$77 +/ )$3*,$8

)" 90$2 *:$,+6.2;< 60$ &'( 50.: ./ +,*42- => == -$;,$$ (" ?4,60$, .@:,*A$@$26 %.77 )$ -*2$ %.60 0$+6/.2B"
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Multiplexed Readout

• 8-block crate being developed

• High-stability PSU for IF, ADC/DAC

!" #$% &'( '&( )*+,- ./ 0$,$1

+" &'( +2- '&( +,$ 34256.*2+7 +/ %$77 +/ )$3*,$8

)" 90$2 *:$,+6.2;< 60$ &'( 50.: ./ +,*42- => == -$;,$$ (" ?4,60$, .@:,*A$@$26 %.77 )$ -*2$ %.60 0$+6/.2B"
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CMB Polarization: Now
• BICEP2, Keck Array, SPIDER 

demonstrating very sensitive 
CMB polarization mapping
with antenna-coupled 
TES arrays 
• PIs: Bock, Kovac, Pryke, Kuo, 

Jones, Netterfield, Ruhl
• 256 pixels, 512 TES 

detectors per cryostat
• Uses time-domain NIST 

SQUID mux: 32-channel unit
• BICEP2: in the field 18 mo, 

many times deeper than 
BICEP1 at degree scales

• Keck Array has 3 similar receivers in the field (and planning 90 GHz for late 2011)
• SPIDER planning to fly 4 to 6 receivers late 2012 (incl. 90 GHz and 275 GHz)

• POLAR-1 developing larger arrays and optimizing for few-arcmin scales to focus on 
lensing signal 
• (Kuo, Bock, Kovac, Pryke)
• Tapered phased-array antennas to reduce sidelobes, tighter packing, ~4000 detectors/receiver
• Also using 32-channel unit of NIST mux:  5-8 crates required
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instrument) does transform as polarization and so should
be viewed as the residual dipole sensitivity after correc-
tion. The quadrupolar coupling is particularly dangerous
since it behaves precisely as a polarization and cannot be
removed through rotation of the instrument. For exam-
ple, even a circularly symmetric temperature hot spot
becomes a radial pattern of polarization through its lo-
cal quadrupole moment.

These leakage terms also appear if the receiver is a
correlation polarimeter. In this case, the leakage from
temperature to polarization is due to the amplitude and
shape of the cross-polar beam instead of asymmetries in
the main beam [15]. However, because both of these im-
perfections have a common origin in the variations in the
boundary conditions at optical surfaces, it turns out that
a di!erencing system or a correlation polarimeter will ob-
tain similar leakage terms due to the local e!ects (after
accounting for the orientation of the receiver with respect
to the optics) [24, 27]. Interferometric polarimeters have
related e!ects on the scale of the primary beam although
some of the implications for B-modes will di!er since the
measured modes are below the beam scale [28].

If stable, these e!ects can be removed given a beam
measurement and the true temperature field on the
sky using the formalism of anisotropic polarized beams
[29, 30]. Moreover, as the circularly symmetric hot spot
example implies, a stable quadrupole leakage produces
no B-mode in the polarization map (see §III B). It is the
instability in these e!ects or errors in the subtraction
that appear as errors in the map.

III. B-MODE CONTAMINATION

We study here the implications of polarization trans-
fer and local contamination on the B-modes of the po-
larization. In §III A, we give the harmonic representa-
tion of the polarization and contamination fields. In
§III B, we compute the contamination to the B power
spectrum from polarization distortion and temperature
leakage. We explore the implications of these e!ects in
§III C.

A. Field Representation

The polarization and contamination fields may in gen-
eral be decomposed into harmonics appropriate to their
properties under rotation or spin. For small sections of
the sky, these harmonics are simply plane waves [31, 32];
in the Appendix we treat the general all-sky case. We
will follow the convention that a complex field S of spin
±s is decomposed as

[S1 ± iS2](n̂) = (!1)s

!

d2l

(2!)2
[Sa ± iSb](l)e

±is!l , (23)

where cos"l = lx/l. The complex polarization Q ± iU
is a spin ±2 field and we will follow the conventional
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E-mode polarization (EE) compared with B-mode polariza-
tion due to gravitational lensing and gravitational waves at
the maximum allowable 2.6!1016 GeV [36] and minimum de-
tectable 3.2 ! 1015 GeV level [37]. The "CDM model shown
has parameters given in III A.

nomenclature that its harmonics are named E ± iB.
This property requires the calibration a, rotation #,
and quadrupole leakage to be spin-0 fields, the point-
ing p1 ± ip2 and dipole leakage d1 ± id2 to be ±1 fields,
the monopole leakage $1 ± i$2 to be ±2 fields, and the
spin-flip f1 ± if2 to be ±4 fields. For spin ±1 fields Sa is
the divergence-free part and Sb is the curl-free part.

Under the assumption of statistical isotropy of the
fields, their two point correlations are defined by their
(cross) power spectra

"S(l)!S"(l")# = (2!)2%(l $ l")CSS!

l , (24)

where S, S" are any of the fields. In particular, the CMB
polarization is described by CEE

l and CBB
l and CMB

temperature by C!!
l . Note that CBB

l = 0 for scalar fluc-
tuations in linear theory. For definiteness, let us take as
a fiducial model: a baryon density of "bh2 = 0.02, cold
dark matter density of "ch2 = 0.128, a cosmological con-
stant of "" = 0.65, reionization optical depth & = 0.05,
an initial amplitude of comoving curvature fluctuations of
%" = 4.79%10#5 ([33] or '8 = 0.92), and a scalar spectral
index of n = 1 in a spatially flat universe. Power spectra
for the fiducial model are shown in Fig. 2. It is the large
range in expected signals that make the contamination
problem for BB so problematic.

We will calculate the contamination to the B-mode po-
larization power spectrum assuming no intrinsic B-modes
and generally will plot

#B &
"

l(l + 1)

2!
CBB

l

#1/2

, (25)

in units of µK. The general case is given in the Appendix.

reionization

reionization 
+ GW
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CMB Polarization: Future

• There is interest in an 
array of POLAR-1’s to 
measure the lensing 
signal to much higher 
precision, enabling 
50 meV neutrino mass
measurement, early 
dark energy test, and 
large-scale structure studies

• Can the existing technologies
meet the challenge?
• Standard multiplexing of TES arrays seems challenging, though perhaps brute-force 

doable: O(50-100) crates, O(1000) multiplex units
• New TES multiplexing schemes being developed based on RF multiplexing a la 

MKIDs, though more complicated
• MKIDs present a viable alternative that already meets the multiplexing challenge 

and can in principle provide requisite sensitivity.
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instrument) does transform as polarization and so should
be viewed as the residual dipole sensitivity after correc-
tion. The quadrupolar coupling is particularly dangerous
since it behaves precisely as a polarization and cannot be
removed through rotation of the instrument. For exam-
ple, even a circularly symmetric temperature hot spot
becomes a radial pattern of polarization through its lo-
cal quadrupole moment.

These leakage terms also appear if the receiver is a
correlation polarimeter. In this case, the leakage from
temperature to polarization is due to the amplitude and
shape of the cross-polar beam instead of asymmetries in
the main beam [15]. However, because both of these im-
perfections have a common origin in the variations in the
boundary conditions at optical surfaces, it turns out that
a di!erencing system or a correlation polarimeter will ob-
tain similar leakage terms due to the local e!ects (after
accounting for the orientation of the receiver with respect
to the optics) [24, 27]. Interferometric polarimeters have
related e!ects on the scale of the primary beam although
some of the implications for B-modes will di!er since the
measured modes are below the beam scale [28].

If stable, these e!ects can be removed given a beam
measurement and the true temperature field on the
sky using the formalism of anisotropic polarized beams
[29, 30]. Moreover, as the circularly symmetric hot spot
example implies, a stable quadrupole leakage produces
no B-mode in the polarization map (see §III B). It is the
instability in these e!ects or errors in the subtraction
that appear as errors in the map.

III. B-MODE CONTAMINATION

We study here the implications of polarization trans-
fer and local contamination on the B-modes of the po-
larization. In §III A, we give the harmonic representa-
tion of the polarization and contamination fields. In
§III B, we compute the contamination to the B power
spectrum from polarization distortion and temperature
leakage. We explore the implications of these e!ects in
§III C.

A. Field Representation

The polarization and contamination fields may in gen-
eral be decomposed into harmonics appropriate to their
properties under rotation or spin. For small sections of
the sky, these harmonics are simply plane waves [31, 32];
in the Appendix we treat the general all-sky case. We
will follow the convention that a complex field S of spin
±s is decomposed as

[S1 ± iS2](n̂) = (!1)s

!

d2l

(2!)2
[Sa ± iSb](l)e

±is!l , (23)

where cos"l = lx/l. The complex polarization Q ± iU
is a spin ±2 field and we will follow the conventional
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FIG. 2: Scalar CMB power spectra in temperature (!!) and
E-mode polarization (EE) compared with B-mode polariza-
tion due to gravitational lensing and gravitational waves at
the maximum allowable 2.6!1016 GeV [36] and minimum de-
tectable 3.2 ! 1015 GeV level [37]. The "CDM model shown
has parameters given in III A.

nomenclature that its harmonics are named E ± iB.
This property requires the calibration a, rotation #,
and quadrupole leakage to be spin-0 fields, the point-
ing p1 ± ip2 and dipole leakage d1 ± id2 to be ±1 fields,
the monopole leakage $1 ± i$2 to be ±2 fields, and the
spin-flip f1 ± if2 to be ±4 fields. For spin ±1 fields Sa is
the divergence-free part and Sb is the curl-free part.

Under the assumption of statistical isotropy of the
fields, their two point correlations are defined by their
(cross) power spectra

"S(l)!S"(l")# = (2!)2%(l $ l")CSS!

l , (24)

where S, S" are any of the fields. In particular, the CMB
polarization is described by CEE

l and CBB
l and CMB

temperature by C!!
l . Note that CBB

l = 0 for scalar fluc-
tuations in linear theory. For definiteness, let us take as
a fiducial model: a baryon density of "bh2 = 0.02, cold
dark matter density of "ch2 = 0.128, a cosmological con-
stant of "" = 0.65, reionization optical depth & = 0.05,
an initial amplitude of comoving curvature fluctuations of
%" = 4.79%10#5 ([33] or '8 = 0.92), and a scalar spectral
index of n = 1 in a spatially flat universe. Power spectra
for the fiducial model are shown in Fig. 2. It is the large
range in expected signals that make the contamination
problem for BB so problematic.

We will calculate the contamination to the B-mode po-
larization power spectrum assuming no intrinsic B-modes
and generally will plot

#B &
"

l(l + 1)

2!
CBB

l

#1/2

, (25)

in units of µK. The general case is given in the Appendix.

reionization

reionization 
+ GW
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MUSIC: MUlticolor Sub/millimeter Inductance Camera

• New technologies enable ~background-limited, multi-color camera 
(850 µm - 2 mm) with wide FOV (14’, 600 spatial pixels)
• Planar photolithographic phased-array antennas: large-format arrays on a single wafer, 

~octave instantaneous bandwidth
• Planar photolithographic bandpass filters: many colors from a single antenna
• Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs): a new, highly multiplexable detector

• Science goals
• Dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFGs)

• Wide-area surveys with multicolor information: find the high-z objects
• Follow-up of Herschel DSFGs: measure spectral energy distributions, select high-z
• Study DSFGs in lensed galaxy cluster fields

• Galaxy clusters
• Multicolor Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect observations of known clusters to study ICM, measure 

cosmological parameters in coordination with X-ray, optical/IR
• e.g., followup of Planck catalog, HST CLASH program, etc.

• Instrument Team
• CU: Jason Glenn, Phil Maloney, James Schlaerth; JPL: Peter Day, Rick LeDuc, Hien Nguyen; Caltech: 

Nicole Czakon, Tom Downes, Ran Duan, Sunil Golwala, Matt Hollister, Dave Miller, Omid Noroozian, 
Jack Sayers, Seth Siegel, Tasos Vayonakis, Jonas Zmuidzinas; UCSB: Ben Mazin, Sean McHugh
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Multicolor Antenna-Coupled MKIDs

Detector development funded by JPL RTD, 
NASA APRA, Moore Foundation

6 x 6 spatial pixel array
x16 to make full focal plane

single pixel

phased
array
antenna

bandpass filters
(2 colors)

MKIDs
(four, 

one per color)
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MUSIC 15 deg2 Wide-Field Survey

• Goal 1:  Find high-z DSFGs by using MUSIC/SPIRE colors.  Expect ~600 
DSFGs at 4 sigma, most at z > 4.  Color-select objects for z-search and 
follow-up w/ALMA, Z-SPEC, ZEUS.  Add substantial value to SPIRE.
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MUSIC 15 deg2 Wide-Field Survey

• Goal 2: Study clustering as a function of wavelength
• Clustering at different wavelengths

provides (coarse) way to study 
evolution of clustering with z.

• Clustering well-studied at 250, 
350, 500 µm w/SPIRE, can push
to z > 4 with MUSIC.

• MUSIC primarily sensitive to
1-halo term, may be able to
detect 2-halo term depending
on sky-noise removal transfer f ’n. Measuring galaxy clustering with MUSIC

CCAT April 15, 2011 Jack Sayers

Measuring galaxy clustering with MUSIC
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Measuring galaxy clustering with MUSIC
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Measuring galaxy clustering with MUSIC
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at intermediate angular scales and a white-noise component at small
angular scales arising from the Poisson behaviour of the faint galaxies7,9.
The cirrus signal in our Lockman–SWIRE field is taken from existing
measurements in the same fieldwith the InfraredAstronomical Satellite,
at 100mm, and the Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer22, and
extends this spectrum from 100mm to SPIRE wavelengths using the
spectral dependence of a Galactic dust model23. We remove this cirrus
power spectrum from our measurements and account for the uncer-
tainty in it by adding its error in quadrature to errors in our power
spectrum points.
The Poisson behaviour of sources leads to an additional term in the

angular power spectrum that is scale independent. The clustering
component we measure is the excess of clustered background fluctua-
tions above this shot noise level. As the confusion noise is at the level of
6mJy at SPIRE wavelengths5, with fluctuations in the brightness of the
backgroundwe are probing the clustering of faint galaxieswith fluxes at
the level of a few millijanskys at 350mm. To extract astrophysical

information on faint galaxies from the clustering power spectrum, we
make use of the halo model12. This phenomenological approach con-
nects the spatial distribution of galaxies in the Universe to that of dark
matter. To model submillimetre galaxies in dark matter haloes, we use
the followinghalooccupation distribution,whichdescribes the number
of galaxies as a function of the halo mass,M, whenM is greater than a
minimum mass scale, Mmin: Ngal(M)5 11 (M/M1)

a. Here M1 is the
mass scale at which more than one galaxy is present in a single dark
matter halo, taken to be between 10 to 25 times Mmin, and a is the
power-law scaling of satellite galaxies with halo mass. The halo model
involves two parts: the one-halo term, with clustering of galaxies within
haloes, and the two-halo term, with clustering of galaxies between
haloes. Whereas with the two-halo term alone, parameters related to
the occupation number are degenerate with each other and the bias
factor or the number density of galaxies, with clustering in the one-halo
part of the power spectrum also included, the parameter degeneracies
are broken andMmin can be determined more accurately12.
At scales of a few arcminutes and above, we measure a clustering

excess, arising from the one-halo term, over the two-halo term tracing
the linear-density-field power spectrum scaled by galaxy bias (Fig. 1b).
The one-halo term arises whenmore than one far-infrared galaxy occu-
pies the same halo. A hint of the one-halo term was previously seen in
the clustering of the bright (.30-mJy) submillimetre galaxies24, but
evidence for such clustering was not found for bright galaxies in a
different Herschel data set25. To describe the power spectrum of the
intensity fluctuations, we also need a prescription for the redshift evolu-
tion of the source intensity. Although models exist in the literature26,27,
our data are of sufficient quality that we can directly constrain the
redshift evolution of the source intensity from our measurements: we
constrain its value in four redshift bins in the range 0–4.0. The halo
model parameters, the source intensity parameters and the shot noise
amplitude are jointly estimated with Markov chain Monte Carlo fits to
the power spectrummeasurements.We impose the additional prior on
our parameter estimates that the redshift-integrated source intensity
from our model fits, including the fractional contribution from bright
sources that we have masked, be within the 68% range of the known
background light intensity in each of the three wavebands2. We com-
bine the estimates of the source intensity evolution in the three wave-
bands (250, 350 and 500mm) and in the four redshift bins to measure
the bolometric luminosity density between8 and1,100 mmasa function
of the redshift (Fig. 2). We find that the far-infrared luminosity density
continues to be significant out to a redshift of four and is at least a factor
of ten larger than the luminosity density of individually detected sub-
millimetre sources with flux densities above 30mJy alone18.
Using the halomodel fits, we estimate that theminimumdarkmatter

mass scale for dusty, star-forming galaxies at the peak of the star forma-
tion history of the Universe is such that log10[Mmin/M[]5 11:5z0:7

{0:2 at
350mm, with a bias factor for the galaxies of 2:4z1:0

{0:2. For the minimum
halo masses at 250 and 500mm, log10[Mmin/M[]5 11:1z1:0

{0:6 and
11:8z0:4

{0:3, respectively. The corresponding bias factors for the galaxies
are 2:0z0:9

{0:1 and 2:8z0:4
{0:5. The differences in the minimum halo masses

and the bias factors between the threewavelengths are probably due to a
combination of effects including overall calibration uncertainties, the
fact that at longer wavelengths we may be probing colder dust than at
shorter wavelengths, and differences in the prior assumption on the
total background intensity. In future, numerical models on the distri-
bution of submillimetre galaxies will become useful in properly under-
standing some of these subtle differences. Averaged over the three
wavelengths, the minimum halo mass for submillimetre galaxies is at
the level of 33 1011M[, with an overall statistical uncertainty of
roughly60.4 in log10[Mmin/M[].
On the basis of a variety of observed scaling relations such as that

between stellar mass and circular velocity, the dark matter halo mass
scale for efficient star formation has been indirectly inferred to be about
1011M[ (ref. 13). As the submillimetre galaxies are the most active
star-forming galaxies in the Universe, it is likely that the minimum halo
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Figure 1 | The two-dimensional power spectrum of the Herschel map.
a, The total power spectrum, P(k), at 350mm as a function of the wavenumber, k,
in inverse arcminutes. The error bars are uncertainties at the 68%confidence level.
The shaded region is the cirrus signal in our Lockman–SWIRE field. To describe
the total power spectrum, we take a power lawwithP(k)5A(k/k1)

n1PSN, where
k1 is fixed at 0.1 arcmin21 andPSN is the shot noise amplitude. At 350mm,we find
that A5 (5.796 0.26)3 103 Jy2 sr21 and n521.2860.07, shown by the red
line. The light-blue line is the best-fit shot noise amplitude, which has a value of
4,6006 70 Jy2 sr21, in agreement with the value of 4,5006 220 Jy2 sr21 predicted
by best-determined source counts28. The shot noise errors include the 15%
uncertainty in the SPIRE absolute flux calibration21. In green, we show the total
power spectrum combined with the mean estimate of the cirrus signal. b, The
angular clustering power spectrum at 350mm as a function of wavenumber, with
errors showing uncertainties at the 68% confidence level. The best-fit shot noise
value (dashedblue line) has been removed fromthedata and its uncertainty added
to the overall error in quadrature. The green lines show the best-fit halo model
with a reduced x2 value of 1.02. The dot–dash line shows the two-halo term and
the dashed line shows the one-halo term, which is responsible for the clustering at
small angular scales. Data in the lowest-wavenumber bins contaminated by cirrus
brightness have been omitted. For comparison, we also show a previous
measurement of the power spectrum of brightness fluctuations at 350mm, made
with BLAST11. The results related to 250 and 500mm are summarized in
Supplementary Information.
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green dashed-dot: 2-halo term 
(galaxies in different DM halos)

green dashed: 1-halo term (galaxies 
in the same halo)

cyan dashed: shot noise level 
(subtracted)
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MUSIC Galaxy Cluster Studies

• Study galaxy clusters across wavelength regime where SZ gives way to 
DSFGs; separate SZ, CMB, and DSFGs using multi-wavelength 
information.
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MUSIC Galaxy Cluster Studies

• Sample: comparable to ACT/SPT SZ surveys in size
• ~25 individual CLASH clusters with deep integrations
• shallow integrations on ~250 clusters selected from WISE, Planck, and/or eROSITA

• Cluster astrophysics and cosmology
• Goal 3: What is the ICM doing in the infall region at the virial radius?
• Goal 4: Measure scaling relations to high statistical precision

• Constrain dark energy via measurement of mass function of clusters as fn of z.
Collaborative Research: A New Multicolor View of the Millimeter-Wave Universe with MUSIC
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Figure 4: Left: expected azimuthally-averaged radial profile measurement for a MS0451-like cluster (z =

0.55, Mgas = 1.6 × 1014 M⊙, and r500 = 1.45 Mpc) in the deep sample. The error bars will be about

3 times larger for high-statistics-sample measurements. Right: simulation of a YSZ-Mgas scaling-relation

measurement in 150 clusters from the large sample assuming 5% errors on YSZ and 10% errors on Mgas.

The statistical uncertainties on the power law normalization and index are at the 3% level.

3 Broader Impacts

We will publicly release the survey data sets (calibrated maps, source catalogs, analysis transfer

functions) and the analysis pipeline that works from raw timestreams to produce maps and transfer

functions (see Section 5.6). Large amounts of additional science will thus be enabled, as will general

use of MUSIC unrelated to our surveys. The CSO-supported postdoc working under Golwala’s

supervision will serve as MUSIC instrument scientist, training the user community on MUSIC.

MUSIC will strengthen the development and scientific exploitation of two facilities that received

strong endorsements in the Astro2010 report: ALMA and CCAT. Most obviously, MUSIC will

provide targets for followup with ALMA. Since MUSIC will be the most capable sub/mm survey

instrument with substantial direct access by the U.S. community (50% of the CSO’s time is open)

until CCAT (expected ∼ 2018-2020), it will improve the U.S. community’s competitiveness in

ALMA proposal reviews. MUSIC’s SZ science will also motivate construction of ALMA Band 1

receivers, for which SZ science is a major driver. MUSIC will guide the development of CCAT,

which has been highly recommended in Astro2010 and is expected to have substantial federal

investment, by measuring the DFSG redshift distribution — a key input to the refinement of the

parameters of CCAT’s spectroscopic instrument suite.

Our program also has substantial scientific educational impacts. A number of postdocs and

graduate students will be supported directly or will be able to participate in the science. All will

become potential users of ALMA. This project will increase the number of students and postdocs

with hands-on commissioning and observing experience, a valuable resource for the U.S. astro-

nomical community in an increasingly “queue-dominated” era. Collectively, the PIs have a strong

record of mentoring early-career female scientists (one postdoc, eight graduate students, and five

undergrads).

We have a number of ongoing outreach activities in which the students and postdocs will become

involved. The Caltech Classroom Connection partners Caltech scientists with local school teachers

for regular class visits and student interaction, promoting science and engineering as an attractive

career option and demystifying science and scientists. Caltech will employ an undergraduate during

the academic year (10 hrs/week) to coordinate and participate in this effort. Caltech will also host

a Minority Undergraduate Research Fellowship program student each summer. The U.S. Planck
Data Center has a visiting teachers education program wherein a few science teachers come with

Project Description – 10

azimuthally averaged radial profile expected for
deep integration on MS0451-like cluster

~rvir

scaling relation determination
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• Recent development of lumped-element designs having 
low susceptibility to dielectric constant fluctuation noise
and using large penetration depth materials enables 
large-area resonators for phonon sensing
(Day, Gao, LeDuc, Noroozian, Zmuidzinas)

• Single film, 5 µm features would simplify 
GEODM detector fab

• Finer pixellization of phonon sensor provides
additional surface event rejection

• Also very promising for 10-80 keV gamma-ray detection:
would provide 0.1% ∆E/E needed to measure velocity near 
mass cut in SNR from 44Ti line

Surface event:

Bulk event:

Energy (eV
)

Energy (eV
)

Phonon Detection Using MKIDs

Figures by D. Moore

~
1 m

m

coplanar stripline (CPS) feedline to 
excite/probe resonator

Interdigitated 
capacitor

Meandered 
inductor
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• 12 mm x 16 mm arrays of 20 TiN resonators on 1-mm silicon substrates show
promising performance
• 0.11 keV expected baseline energy resolution, 0.24 keV obtained
• 0.69 keV obtained at 29 keV; residual position resolution likely

• Need to improve robustness of fab:
• Tc not well controlled at 0.5-1K, expected better at 1K-2K
• aging seen in Tc = 0.5-1K devices

• Need to better control phonon losses to box highly variable decay times observed 
(10 µs to 100 µs)

Progress to Date

collimated source
incident on 
bottom side

of silicon wafer

σ = 0.69 keV
baseline σ = 0.24 keV

expected σ = 0.11 keV
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Conclusions

• Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors are a highly multiplexable and 
sensitive technology for astrophysical and cosmological applications, 
competitive in sensitivity with current technologies

• Many aspects of MKIDs under development
• Optimization of device design to maximize sensitivity and minimize TLS noise
• Optical coupling architectures
• Readout systems

• A possibility for a large CMB polarization lensing B-modes array
• Being deployed in MUSIC submm/mm camera
• Also under development for phonon-mediated detection for dark 

matter and gamma-rays
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